Northwest Washington IAPMO Chapter
Meeting Minutes
5-7-18

6:00 pm – Call to Order
Flag Salute
Reading and acceptance of last month’s minutes
Self-Introductions

**Chair report** – Chair was excused, Meeting Ran by Vice Chair Corey Wilker

**Treasurer Report** – nothing has changed, they are a few deposits that need to be made from last month’s meeting and drawing

**Monthly Presentation – Ben Rush – Schier Products**

- All they do is Grease Interceptors
- Gave a great presentation about Schier Interceptors and their products abilities
- F.O.G. is a problem in every city
- Explained how to size an Interceptor by use while staying within the parameters of the code
- Introduced the group to their online website for sizing and questions (Grease Monkey)
- Explained how and what they use to determine G.I. sizing
- Walked the group thru a sizing exercise using the restaurant we were eating in

A healthy question and answer period followed
IAPMO REPORT – Jed Scheuermann

Invited the group to the Emerging Water Technologies Symposium, May 15th & 16th in Ontario California at IAPMO world headquarters

Also invited group to the IAPMO National Conference that is being held in Philadelphia Pa, September 30th-October 4th 2018

Ed Holmes – Plumber Advisory Board Co Chair report

Jed and Ed taped a segment on New Day Northwest, a daytime talk show, they spoke about plumber certification letting people know what to look for, they also spoke about how to identify a UPC tested product at the hardware store as opposed to a none tested item and how they can look the same

Ed spoke about the legislative group comprised of UA Labor and the PHCC, this group is working on changing some old plumbing laws that haven’t been changed since the early 70’s

Reported that the compliance officers are more active than ever

Also reported that all plumbing demolition fails under the scope of a certified plumber

New Business –

IAPMO Picnic – City of Pacific Park – August 11th 2018

Perry Tech (Yakima) – Is starting a plumbing training program that will be a 2 year program and L&I agreed to give 2000 hours credit

Old Business – None

Drawing – Gift card, T-shirt and Hat, Coffee Cup, Cash

Respectively submitted

Brad Moore

Recording Secretary